Welcome to Tbilisi State University
Dear Students,
Congratulations on your acceptance to Tbilisi State University! Admission at TSU is highly competitive and
we are glad to welcome you to our community. Part of TSU’s mission is to create positive image and enhance
international cooperation through the accomplishments of its students. As an accepted student, you have
been invited to become a part of the next generation of TSU’s ambassadors to the world.
TSU - the oldest university in Georgia and the first institution of higher education in the South Caucasus was
opened in 1918 and bears the name of its founder, Professor Ivane Javakishvili. Always looking towards the
future, TSU realizes that it faces new demands and strives to meet the challenges of the twenty-first century.
It also seeks to prepare its students to meet these demands through providing them with several
opportunities to develop themselves on academic and professional levels. TSU makes every effort to expand
networks through increasing its mobility opportunities for both students and the faculty.
This brochure is designed to answer your practical questions about studying at TSU. It also serves as a guide
to Georgian culture, customs and the city of Tbilisi. As an introduction to TSU and Georgia overall, this
section will help you in arranging your stay in the country and making it more productive and pleasant.
We do hope that you will enjoy visiting Tbilisi State University. We wish you a successful and prosperous
academic year.

Sincerely,
TSU Department of Foreign Relations

TSU profile
Founded in 1918, Tbilisi State University (TSU) is the oldest Georgian higher education institution in the
South Caucasus Region.
TSU is a top ranked institution in terms of education and internationalization in the region. Currently, the
university has approximately 22,000 students studying in its wide array of undergraduate, graduate and PhD
programs. The University also offers MA programs instructed in English in the field of Economics, Public
Administration, Business Administration, Law, Social and Political Sciences.
Ever since Georgia joined the Bologna Process in 2005, internationalization has been an essential part of
TSU’s development strategy. TSU has been actively involved in establishing memoranda of understanding
with universities around the globe. TSU is a part of the EU funded Erasmus+ mobility programs and other
students’ exchange schemes for young professionals and leaders as a result of which exchange students
regularly visit TSU.
According to the University Ranking by Academic Performance (URAP), 2014-2015 TSU was ranked as the
first university in Georgia and the leader institution in the Caucasus Region.
Primary Contacts
Ms. Tea Gergedava - Head of the Department of Foreign Relations
tea.gergedava@tsu.ge
(995 32) 222 56 79
Ms. Maia Menteshashvili – Deputy Head of the Department of Foreign Relations
maia.menteshlashvili@tsu.ge
(995 32) 225 02 12
Ms. Mariam Razmadze – Incoming Mobility Coordinator of the Department of Foreign Relations
incomingmobility@tsu.ge
(995 32) 225 02 12
Faculties
 Law
Address: 3, Ilia Tchavtcahavadze Ave. (Building II)
https://www.tsu.ge/en/faculties/law/pgcsubqt815uhqm-n/
 Medicine
Address: 2, Tchiaureli str.(Digomi district)
https://www.tsu.ge/en/faculties/medicine/news/
 Humanities
Address: 1, Ilia Tchavtcahavadze Ave. (Building I)
https://www.tsu.ge/en/faculties/humanities/zsp_vxy6zubz3j9s/
 Economics and Business
Address: 2, University str. (Building X)
https://www.tsu.ge/en/faculties/economics/news/
 Exact and Natural Sciences
Address: 3, Ilia Tchavtcahavadze Ave. (Building II)
https://www.tsu.ge/en/faculties/science/news/
 Social and Political Sciences
Address: 8, Ilia Tchavtcahavadze Ave. (Building VI)
https://www.tsu.ge/en/faculties/social/news/
 Psychology and Education Sciences
Address: 11 a, Ilia Tchavtcahavadze Ave. (Building III)
https://www.tsu.ge/en/faculties/psychology/about-faculty/

Institutes:
 Institute for European studies
Address: 3, IliaTchavtcahavadze Ave. (Building II)
http://www.ies.tsu.edu.ge/en
 International School of Economics
Address: 16, Zandukeli str.
http://iset.tsu.ge/
 Institute for Gender Studies
Address: 3, Ilia Tchavtcahavadze Ave. (Building II)
Scheduling Your Courses
Courses must be scheduled via coordination with the Department of Foreign Relations at TSU.
You will be sent the list of the subjects you should make your selection from and send to:
maia.menteshashvili@tsu.ge or incomingmobility@tsu.ge (scanned and signed).
Living in Georgia
Visa
Citizens of most countries will not require a visa to study at TSU. If your country is listed on the website at
http://www.tsu.edu.ge/en/prospective_students/information_for_new_arrivals you will NOT need a visa. If
you are from a country that does require a visa to enter Georgia, please visit
http://www.mfa.gov.ge/MainNav/ConsularInformation/VisaInfoForeign.aspx?lang=en-US
for
more
information on how to obtain a visa for Georgia.
Travel/Health Insurance
Students are responsible for obtaining their own health travel/insurance during their time at TSU. Please
contact your insurance agency and ask them about international coverage that will be valid on the territory of
Georgia.
Transportation from Tbilisi International Airport
Bus to the city center - available every 15 minutes.
A ticket should be obtained as soon as the passenger gets on the bus. The travel cost is 0.50 Gel (Tetri).
Those traveling without a ticket will be charged 5 GEL.
Taxi
Taxis will be waiting outside of major public areas including the airport. It is the only one from the public
transports available for 24 hours. Travel cost from the airport to the city centre is no more than 25 – 30 GEL.
Housing
Housing changes each semester as TSU does not have university owned accommodation for its international
students. You will be contacted about the location of your residence prior to your arrival.
Erasmus + exchange students are free in their choice. They can book the accommodation by themselves
through the web sites:
http://airbnb.com/
makler.ge
place.ge
Once you have been contacted by DFR, if you have any further questions, please send them to:
maia.menteshashvili@tsu.ge or incomingmobility@tsu.ge
Student Life
International Student Orientation Day

Prior to your arrival, you will receive an email with information about the date of the event. You will meet the
other foreign exchange students and socialize. DFR Staff members with academic coordinators of your study
programs will meet you and introduce themselves, give information about the programs and university life.
The Department of Culture and Sport (DCS) offers a wide variety of events for students to take advantage
of. DCS provides students with football, basketball, and archery facilities.
Additionally, DCS offers students opportunities to learn about Georgian culture through hosting events such
as traditional dance lessons, concerts, as well as theatrical performances.
Erasmus Student Network (ESN) Universal – ESN Tbilisi UNI is a member of the biggest student
organizations in Europe, Erasmus Student Network, which operates in more than 424 Higher Education
Institutions. ESN Tbilisi UNI represents the needs and rights of international students on the national and
international level. ESN Tbilisi UNI offers help in social and practical integration process. This is mainly
done through activities in the local sections, which include cultural and social events.
For more information, please visit: https://www.facebook.com/ESNTBILISIUNI/?ref=ts&fref=ts
Student Card
To get TSU Student Identification Card, please bring one passport-sized photo to the Department of
Foreign Relations (204, TSU Building II). The card will be ready in a few days. You can use it for TSU library
access.
Computer Facility
The computer lab is located in TSU Academic Building II (3, Ilia Tchavtchavadze Ave.) which is open to
students Monday through Saturday.
Fab-Lab TSU and Business Incubator – for more information please visit:
https://www.facebook.com/FabLabTSU/?fref=ts
Wi-Fi is available in university providing free access to the Internet for the laptops or mobile phones.
TSU Library Service
TSU library is in support of academic staff and students from 9:00 to 18:00 during the working days. On
Saturday the library is open from 10:00 to 16:00. The students have free accesses to the electronic library as
well. You will get more information from the librarian.
Library/IT Service:
Tbilisi State University Library
Location:1, Tchavtchavadze Ave.
Contact:(+995 32 )230 28 83
Library at the TSU Center for Social Sciences
The Center for Social Sciences at TSU (CSS) has a library of over 6,000 volumes on the subjects of
contemporary English-language literature in political science, international relations, sociology, psychology
and economics.
The library is open from 10:00 to 17:00 during the working days.
Location:TSU Academic Building II
3,Tchavchavadze Ave.
Contact: +995(32) 225 27 81
ISET Library
The ISET library holds the best modern economics collection in the South Caucasus region.
The library provides electronic access to thousands of economics, business and social science journals, as well
as hard copies of modern economics reference materials.
The library is open to the public from 10:00 to 18:30 during the working days.
It includes a quiet reading room, multiple workstations and free Wi-Fi access to the Internet.
Location: 16, Zandukeli Str.

Contact: (995 32) 250 71 77
Library of American Studies
The Library is open from 10:00 – 17:00 during the working days.
Location: 3, Tchavtchavadze Avenue, TSU Building II
Contact: (995 32) 2250678
Basic Information about Tbilisi and Georgia
Georgia is one of the ancient countries in the Caucasus Region. Georgia’s geographic location has always had
a large influence on its history as well as its economy. The Black Sea also encouraged commerce with many
other lands.
Located on the southeastern edge of Europe, Georgia has been known for its lucrative east-west trade
routes ensuring its position as an important transit road for global energy and trade projects.
Founded in the 5th century Tbilisi is the capital and the largest city of Georgia with a population of roughly
1.5 million inhabitants. History of Tbilisi is reflected in its architecture, which is a mix
of medieval, classical, Soviet and modern structures.
Historically, Tbilisi has been home to people of diverse cultural, ethnic, and religious backgrounds, though it
is overwhelmingly Eastern Orthodox Christian.
Georgia is host to an extensive variety of sights, unique cultural venues, museums, and other landmarks.
Tbilisi is of particular interest because it is the political, cultural, and social heartbeat of Georgia. From
Turkish Baths to bookstores, Tbilisi has something to offer to all of its visitors
Climate
Tbilisi is a fairly temperate city. Spring is usually wet and windy. Summertime tends to be hot and dry. Fall
and winter are usually shorter seasons. In spite of this, winter can be snowy and icy, so it is important to bring
warm clothes and good winter boots!
People
Georgians are kind and hospitable people. When going out with a Georgian, it will probably be somewhat
difficult for you to pay for anything. Georgians are very proud of their culture and would love to hear that
you like it, too. As thanks for their hospitality, tell them about the wonderful time that you have been having
in Georgia so far! Also, if invited over to someone’s house as a guest, be sure to bring some wine or sweets
for dessert!
In Georgia, wine and celebration go hand in hand. Celebratory events often involve what is called “supra”.
The “supra” is a gathering of friends where people eat, drink and toast to many subjects. Some topics include:
peace, the reason for the gathering, the host/hostess, and friends.
There are a few key rules to remember if you are attending a supra. First, you cannot drink until the
toastmaster “Tamada” has made his toast and drinks. Once that is complete, usually following the order of
the table, others will repeat the toast and drink.
Georgia has many beautiful churches and cathedrals. When visiting these places, please be sure to dress
appropriately. More specifically, men should avoid wearing shorts and women should cover their heads when
entering a church.
Food and Drink
On the subject of wine, the first traces of wine production (dating back to 6000 BC) were found in Georgia.
During your time to Georgia, be sure to sample the many fine wines made from the over 500 varieties of
grapes that are grown here.
For more information about Georgia, visit the following web-sites:
1. http://georgiaabout.com/
2. https://www.lonelyplanet.com/georgia

3. http://www.worldatlas.com/webimage/countrys/europe/ge.htm#page
4. http://www.infoplease.com/country/georgia.html?pageno=1
Culture and Art
Georgian Language and Script
Georgian alphabet is one of the 14 existing alphabets in the world. It consists of 33 letters. Many scientists
believe that Georgian alphabet was derived from one of the Semitic alphabets around 6th – 5th century BC.
The alphabet has been modernized during centuries, but keeps the original roots. One Georgian historian
informs us that Georgian script was created in the 3rd c. BC by Georgian King Parnavaz. The mosaic
inscription in the Judean desert in Palestine is known as the oldest Georgian inscription ever found. It dates
back to the 433 AD.
National Folk Music
The roots of the Georgian song can be sought in the third millennium BC that is confirmed by the
archeological findings. Georgian folk music possesses the oldest tradition of polyphonic music in the world.
Georgian music has a unique place in the history of world culture and was among the first on the list of
Masterpieces of the Oral and Intangible Heritage of Humanity in 2001.
The Georgian song “Chakrulo” was sent into space on the Voyager mission by NASA in 1977. The Voyager
Golden Record contains 116 images and a variety of natural sounds, musical selections from different
cultures and eras, and spoken greetings in fifty-nine languages.
National Folk Dances
Georgian Dance is a celebration of life and of Georgia’s rich and diverse culture. Each dance portrays the
characteristics of the region in which it originates. The costumes are different for every dance and resemble
the clothing of the past in different regions of Georgia. Georgian dance owes a huge debt of gratitude to Iliko
Sukhishvili and his wife Nino Ramishvili, (Sukhishvilebi) founders of the Georgian National Ballet in 1945. It
is due to their efforts that Georgian national dancing and music have become known all over the world.
Tbilisi State Conservatoire
The 1st of May 1917 is registered in the Georgian music history as the birthday of the Tbilisi Conservatoire.
In 1924 it got the status of State Conservatoire. It bears the name of the famous Georgian singer- Vano
Saradjishvili. As an architectural building, it has been included in the list of monuments of Georgian cultural
heritage.
Since the day of its foundation Tbilisi State Conservatoire has become one of the major cultural and
educational centers in Georgia. The most remarkable cultural events take place in its walls, including music
forums, international symposia and scientific conferences.
(Address: 8 Griboedov St., www.conservatoire.edu.ge)
Tbilisi Opera and Ballet Theatre, Theaters and Cinemas
The Georgian National Opera and Ballet Theater of Tbilisi is an opera house situated on Rustaveli
Avenue in Tbilisi. Founded in 1851, Tbilisi Opera is the main opera house of Georgia and one of the oldest
such establishments in Eastern Europe. It is one of the centers of cultural life in Tbilisi and was once home
to Zacharia Paliashvili, the Georgian national composer whose name the institution has carried since 1937.
Rustaveli Theater -A magnificent theater with three stages. The building alone is impressive. Rustaveli
Theater also provides subtitles in English for some of their performances. Contact their box office to find out
which plays have subtitles available.
Marjanishvili Theater -If you enjoy theatrical performances, Marjanishvili Theater is the place for you.
Georgian theater is very vibrant and full of expressive movements, so even if you don’t understand Georgian,
plays here can still be very entertaining. Marjanishviili Theater does, however, perform some of plays with
English subtitles. Please contact their box office to find out if the play you would like to see also has subtitles.

Gabriadze Theatre -It is among the world’s preeminent cultural institutions. Presenting mature puppet
performances full of depth and meaning, it has gained the respect and recognition of international audiences
and critics alike. The Gabriadze Theater stands in the heart of Tbilisi’s historic old town. This beautiful
building of the unique marionette theatre was designed by the director, Rezo Gabriadze himself.
Amirani Cinema -A larger movie theater in Tbilisi that shows the latest films. Usually, films are regularly
shown in English. Call their box office for times.
Georgian National Museum
To discover the treasure of Georgia, do not miss an opportunity to visit Georgian National Museum (GNM).
The unification of ten different museums, the National Gallery, four house museums and two research
centers in one system in 2004 formed the Georgian National Museum the largest museum complex in the
country today.
GNM presents internationally significant collections of art and dynamic, changing exhibitions, providing
audiences with inspiration and knowledge of the wonderful world of culture, art, science and education.
(Address: 3, Purtseladze St., http://museum.ge/?lang_id=ENG)
Expo Georgia –Center for Exhibition
Expo Georgia is the leading exhibition and convention centre in the Caucasus Region. As a multi-functional
business center, it combines trade fairs with congresses, conferences and different events. Event halls have all
the characteristics for the successful implementation of events. Annually, Expo Georgia hosts International
Education Fair, where a great number of national and international educational establishments present the
academic opportunities to the students and university entrants in Georgia and other countries.
(Address: 118, Tsereteli Ave., http://www.expogeorgia.ge/)
Chardin Art Gallery
Currently, gallery is located on Rustaveli Avenue in Tbilisi Marriott Hotel. The Company mission is
promotion of the contemporary Georgian fine and applied art worldwide. Company offers local and
International exhibitions, biennials, auctions and promotion events of the Georgian contemporary fine and
decorative art.
The paintings introduced in the Chardin Art Gallery include XX – XXI centuries works.
(Address: 13 Rustaveli Ave., http://www.bigsale.ge/shardinartgallery.html)
Life in Tbilisi
Safety practice
With one of the lowest crime rates in Europe, Georgia is a very safe country for visitors; however, like most
places, it is advisable putting into practice some general safety rules:
 It is always a good idea to register with the embassy of your country. Please find your country’s
embassy contact information and inform them how long you will be staying in Georgia;
 When going out at night, particularly if you’re a female, it is better to travel in groups;
 As a pedestrian, it is important to know that it is unusual for cars to stop or even slow down for you.
Use the underpasses and bridges that are available to you.
Avoid travelling to Abkhazia or South Ossetia, as they are conflict areas that are not controlled by the
Georgian government.
The places you’ll go – Sightseeing in Tbilisi
http://www.info-tbilisi.com/ is a great resource for keeping up on current events and activities in the city. It
also has addresses of local restaurants, museums, and other sights.

Abanotubani -The renowned bath district of Tbilisi. The rounded domes of the bathhouses can be seen
from the street, making it a sight worth seeing, even if you don’t take a bath!
The Botanic Garden -Beautiful year round, a great place for an extended walk;
Freedom Square -The location of many demonstrations for Georgian independence from the Soviet Union.
At the center of the square stands a statue of St. George, one of Georgia’s patron saints, slaying the dragon;
Holy Trinity Cathedral, Sameba -The beautiful Sameba Cathedral, colloquially known as “Sameba”, is the
primary cathedral of the Georgian Orthodox Church in Tbilisi;
Metekhi Church -Constructed sometime between 1278-1284 AD the Metekhi Church rests on top of a hill.
It is known to be one of the most beautiful spots in all of Tbilisi;
Narikala Fortress -A landmark that dates all the way back to the 4th century AD, the Narikala Fortress rests
on a hill that overlooks Tbilisi near the botanical gardens;
Mtatsminda (Holy Mountain) Park - Mtatsminda is the mountain which overlooks central Tbilisi. Located
800-metres above the city Mtatsminda Park spreads over more than 1 sq km and has been a popular fun spot
for generations.

Areas
Vake -Surrounding the TSU campus is the Vake district. Vake is one of the posh districts in Tbilisi and it is
home to some beautiful architecture and the higher end retail stores of the city.
Charden Street -A small street in the old city that is home to a lot of Tbilisi’s nightlife. There are many bars
and restaurants in this area, and several clubs in the nearby vicinity.
Old Tbilisi -Full of winding streets and courtyards with overhanging balconies, Old Tbilisi is a great area to
explore. The architecture is distinctive in this part of the city. There are also some great restaurants and cafes
in this area.
Practical Information
Telecommunication
Using the phone: All landlines have 7 digits and all numbers in Tbilisi begin with 2.
Note the following:
There are three cell companies functioning in Georgia:
Magti (http://magticom.ge);
Geocell (https://geocell.ge/);
Beeline (https://beeline.ge/ge/?lang=en)
You can charge your mobile account from pay boxes or visit the offices of the cell companies. If you use
Georgian bank account, it is available to refill a mobile account through e-bank service.
A landline to mobile call requires you to first dial 0, then the 9 digit mobile number.
A mobile to mobile call will be the 9 digit mobile number.
Tbilisi’s outgoing call code: 0 32
International code: 995
Tbilisi Information Center: 118 09 (from a cell phone)
The Information Center does have English speaking representatives who you can communicate with to find
business and event listings.
Emergency – 112
In case of emergency, call police, fire/rescue service and ambulance by dialing 112. It is intended for urgent
assistance and should be called in an emergency only. Remember, have your insurance with you when
you visit hospital or dentist.
Shopping Centers
Tbilisi Mall -16 km Agmashenebeli Alley,Tbilisi

Working hours: 10:00 -22:00 daily
East Point Tbilisi – 2, Aleksandre Tvalchrelidze str,Tbilisi
Working hours: 10:00 -22:00 daily
MERANI -42, Rustaveli Ave., Tbilisi
Working hours: 10:00 -21:00 daily
Qarvasla Tbilisi -7, Dadiani str. Tbilisi
Working hours: 11:00 -21:00 daily
Navigating Your Way through Tbilisi
There are a few ways to get around Tbilisi. Besides walking, there are taxis, the metro system, and city
buses/mini buses. You can purchase a metro card that will work on the metro as well as local buses from any
major metro station. The passenger pays 2 GEL and recharges the card according to the desired amount. The
closest station to TSU is the Rustaveli station. Ride on the bus or metro will cost 50 tetri (during half an hour
the next ride is free). If you choose not to buy a metro card, it costs 50 tetri every ride.
Free e-library at Tbilisi Metro – enjoy free “QR library” at the Metro Stations of the city!
You have an opportunity to download from the banners the digital version of the desired book by using QR
code free of charge. The reading of books is available via free application – SABA Reader. You can simply
select your favorite book and enjoy reading!
QR library has another additional function –you can download the catalogues of Tbilisi city libraries and
make remote search of the certain book via special codes.
A map for the metro as well as bus schedules can be found at:
- Metro - www.info-tbilisi.com/usefulinfos/underground
- City buses -http://www.info-tbilisi.com/usefulinfos/busroutes
There are also mini buses inside the city. You can use the card for payment or enter the mini bus without a
card and give the driver cash 80 tetri for every ride.
Taxis are also a way of travelling around the city. They are more expensive than using public transportation
and usually cost between 4-8 lari depending on the distance and your negotiating skills. Generally speaking, it
is best to establish the price prior to entering the taxi. You can either hail a taxi on the street or call a
company.
Holidays in Georgia
















January 1st – New Year’s Day
January 2nd – New Year’s Day (2)
January 7th – Orthodox Christmas Day
January 19th - Orthodox Epiphany
March 3rd – Mother’s Day
March 8th – Women’s Day
April 9th – Independence Restoration Day
April 29th – Orthodox Good Friday (Movable)
May 1st – Orthodox Easter (Movable)
May 2nd - Orthodox Easter Monday (Movable)
May 9th – Victory Day
May 12th – St. Andrew’s Day
May 26th – Independence Day
August 28th – Day of the Assumption of St. Mary
October 14th – Svetitsxovloba (Day of the Cathedral “Svetitsxoveli”)



November 23rd – St. George’s Day

Learning the Language
Seeing as you will be in Georgia for at least a semester, it might be worthwhile to learn some basic Georgian.
An enigmatic language, Georgian is not related to any of the other main world language groups. It has its own
unique alphabet as well.
Glossary
Greetings
Hello
Good Morning
Good Evening

ga-mar-jo-ba
di-la mshvi-do-bi-sa
sa-gha-momshvi-do-bi-sa

Basic titles and expressions
Mr.
Mrs.
Mr. (Name)
Mrs. (Name)
Yes
No
Please
Thank you
You’re welcome
I’m sorry
Just a moment
Goodbye
That’s fine
That’s bad

ba-to-ni
kal-ba-to-ni
ba-to-no
kal-ba-to-no
di-akh, ki
a-ra
tu shay-dzle-ba
gmad-lobt, madloba
a-rap-is
bo-di-shi
er-ti tsu-tit
nakh-vam-dis
kar-gi-a
tsu-di-a

Introductions
My name is…
What is your name?
Nice to meet you

che-mi sa-khe-li-a
tkve-ni sa-khe-li
sa-si-a-mov-no-a tkve-ni gats-no-ba

Other phrases
I am a foreigner
Help!
I want to find … street
Where is the … Hotel?
My address is …
My phone number is …
I want to call …
It is the wrong number

Me uts-kho-e-li var
mi-shve-let!
min-da vi-po-vo … khu-cha
sad a-ris sa-stum-ro
che-mi mi-sa-mar-ti-a
che-mi te-le-po-nis no-me-ri-a
da-rek-va min-da
es skhva no-me-ri-a

Getting in the taxi
I want to go to the center!
How much do you want?

min-da tsa-vi-de cen-trshi!
ram-de-ni gin-dat?

No, that is too much
Stop here!
Turn to the right
Turn to the left
Straight ahead

a-ra, bev-ri-a
ak ga-a-che-ret!
mo-u-khvi-et mar-jvniv
mo-u-khvi-et mar-tskhniv
pir-da-pir

At the Store
How much is it?
Do you have …?
I want this
I want that
May I see it?
Pass it to me
Give it to me!

ra ghirs?
gaakvt …?
min-da es
min-da is
sheidzlba vnakho?
mo-me-cit
Mometsit!

Groceries
Bread
Butter
Water
Milk
Tea
Coffee

pu-ri
ka-ra-ki
tsqa-li
rdze
cha-i
qa-va

Wine
Fruits
Fish
Meat
Beef
Chicken

Ordering at a Restaurant
The menu, please!
One bottle of sparkling (mineral) water
One bottle of still water
One glass of white wine
One glass of red wine
One bottle of …
One more cola
It was delicious
The bill, please

me-ni u tu she-idz-le-ba
erti botli tsqali gazit
erti botli tsqali
erti chika tetri ghvino
erti chika tsiteli ghvino
erti botli …
kidev erti k’ok’a-k’ola
gemrieli iyo
angarishi tu sheidzleba

Numbers
One
Two
Three
Four
Five

Six
Seven
Eight
Nine
Ten

er-ti
or-i
sa-mi
ot-khi
khu-ti

ghvi-no
khili
tev-zi
khor-tsi
dzro-khis khor-tsi
ka-ta-mi

ekv-si
shvidi
rva
tskha
a-ti

Online dictionary sources
1. www.translate.ge
2. www.lexicon.ge
3. www.google.translate
4. Download android version of translation service in Georgia -http://translate.ge
For more information, please visit
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.gionadirashvili.translate

